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Figure 1: Overview of the rendering techniques implemented inViVid. Our app enables to stylize Live Photos with a cartoon or
pencil-drawing look that depict dynamics via motion lines, halos, or ghosting (highlighted in red for visualization purposes).

ABSTRACT
We present ViVid, a mobile app for iOS that empowers users to
express dynamics in stylized Live Photos. This app uses state-of-
the-art computer-vision techniques based on convolutional neural
networks to estimate motion in the video footage that is captured
together with a photo. Based on this analysis and best practices of
contemporary art, photos can be stylized as a pencil drawing or car-
toon look that includes design elements to visually suggest motion,
such as ghosts, motion lines and halos. Its interactive parameteri-
zations enable users to filter and art-direct composition variables,
such as color, size and opacity. ViVid is based on Apple’s CoreML,
Metal and PhotoKit APIs for optimized on-device processing. Thus,
the motion estimation is scheduled to utilize the dedicated neural
engine, while shading-based image stylization is able to process the
video footage in real-time on the GPU. This way, the app provides
a unique tool for creating lively photo stylizations with ease.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Non-photorealistic render-
ing; Image processing; •Human-centered computing→Ubiq-
uitous and mobile computing systems and tools;
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1 MOTIVATION

Image filters, particularly those used for mobile expressive ren-
dering, have become pervasive tools in casual creativity applica-
tions [Dev 2013] and for users that seek to increase the viewers’
engagement [Bakhshi et al. 2015]. These filters, however, typically
only operate in the spatial domain, thus excluding fundamental
temporal-related aspects of pictorial semiotics [Rudner 1951] for
expressing motion [Nienhaus and Döllner 2005]. With the contin-
uous advancements in mobile camera hardware, capturing multi-
dimensional data has become a common feature—e.g., Apple’s Live
Photos captures the 1.5 second video footage before and after a
photo—, but so far this information has not been actively utilized
in mobile expressive rendering apps, e.g., to depict dynamics.

In this work, we present ViVid, a mobile app that enables users to
utilize both spatial and temporal information to express dynamics
in a stylized Live Photo. At this, state-of-the-art convolutional
neural networks are used to estimatemovement in the video footage
and art-direct visual motion cues in the stylized photo. For this
purpose, we employ best practices of contemporary art [Cutting
2002; Walker 2015] and illustrations (e.g., comics [McCloud 2006,
2008]) to visually depict dynamics, such as using motion lines, halos,
and ghosts as first-class design entities (Figure 1).
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Figure 2: Schematic overview of the processing pipeline implemented in our app ViVid.

2 TECHNICAL APPROACH
The main challenge for depicting dynamics is to detect and sepa-
rate moving from non-moving objects. This is a challenging task,
because camera shake is typically introduced when taking a photo,
and optical image stabilization cannot ultimately compensate it. Pre-
vious works approached this problem by using background subtrac-
tion that thresholds Euclidean distances of pixel colors [Nienhaus
et al. 2008] or feature tracking with homography projection [Collo-
mosse et al. 2003] to compensate camera motion. In this work, we
also align images features via homography projections but then use
a CNN-based model for motion estimation that does not depend on
explicit feature tracking. An overview of our processing pipeline is
shown in Figure 2 and comprises the following stages:

Pre-processing (Stabilization). We employ Apple’s Vision frame-
work to estimate the homography between video frames and use the
perspective warp matrix to align images features for stabilization.

Motion Estimation. We ported the PWC-Net [Sun et al. 2018]
to CoreML to utilize the dedicated neural engine for optical flow
computation. In particular, the CNN-based architecture is able to
estimate large displacement flow as demonstrated with the KITTI
2015 benchmarks.

Motion Mask Computation. The optical flow is computed for
video frames before and after a selected key frame to detect moving
objects in transition. The information can also be combined with a
user-defined object mask for refinement.

Motion Aggregation. Motion cues may need to be aligned with
the dominant direction of moving objects, thus we follow a simple
strategy for motion aggregation by low-pass filtering the downsam-
pled mean of the optical flow and using the upsampled result.

Motion Cues Rendering. We implemented three shading tech-
niques for rendering motion cues: motion halos that threshold the
Euclidean distance map of the computed motion mask, motion lines
that align 2D textures with the motion path, and ghosts depicting
silhouettes of moving objects.

Stylization. We implemented the techniques by Winnemöller
et al. [Winnemöller et al. 2012, 2006] for toon rendering and the
technique by Lu et al. [Lu et al. 2012] to obtain sketchy drawings.

We are able to obtain motion estimations in 520ms for 1024×448
pixel images and 300ms for 640× 384 pixel images on an iPhone XS.
The shading-based motion cue rendering and stylization stages run
in real-time by employing Apple’s CoreML and Metal APIs. This
way, interactive parameterization of these stages enable users to
filter and art-direct composition variables, such as the color, size,
and opacity of motion cues.
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